
William Harnett

1841-1892



Early Life
 William Harnett was born in Ireland in 1841
 Moved to Philadelphia when he was a baby
 Parents were a shoemaker and a seamstress
 As a young boy, he contributed to the family 

finances by selling newspapers
 As a teenager, he was trained as an engraver
 Educated at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine 

Arts
 At the age of 21, he moved to New York – went 

to National Academy of Design



Paintings
 Harnett is known for his still life oil paintings
 Composed small groups of darkly toned objects 

(materials associated with writing,  reading, 
hunting, and other activities he enjoyed)

 Included objects that appealed to all 5 senses
 Often adopted a format of display on a vertical 

plane – usually a wooden door
 Would hang letters, horseshoes, books, musical 

instruments, or wild game animals



Later Life
 Went to London and Paris by age 30 to try to 

sell his paintings
 Was a great commercial success; sold many 

paintings
 Health deteriorated – suffered from rheumatism 

(affects the muscles) and kidney disease
 After his death, works were distributed to his 

sister Ella. Today it is thought about 250 of his 
works are still in existence



The Old Violin
 Considered a master of 

Trompe L’oil – French word 
for “trick of the eye”.

 “The Old Violin” looked so 
real that people tried to 
remove it from the wall to 
play it!



Still Life Five Dollar Bill (1877)

 Painted a picture that 
looked like a $5 bill

 Arrested in 1886 for 
counterfeiting so 
stopped making 
pictures of money!



My Gems

What does the 
word gem mean to 
you?
What items do you 
see in the painting?



Art techniques - Depth
 Perspective - a means an artist uses to make you think 

things are close and far away.  
 Overlapping - another way of creating depth in a 

picture, if an object is partially hiddenit appears to be 
behind another

 Detail- one can put more detail on an object that is 
close up

 Placement – things which are higher in the picture 
look farther away or in the background. Things which 
are lower look closer or in the foreground.



Art Project

 We will create our 
own still life painting 
today.

 Use pencils to sketch 
the outline of the 
objects you see.

 Use markers and/ or 
colored pencils to fill 
in .
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